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▪Developed to monitor the percentage of program instruction at each off campus 
instructional site (OCIS).

▪Previously monitored manually by our Distance Education division. 

▪Needed a more automated and more accurate means of monitoring. 

▪Not a fail safe method, but a discussion tool. 

Questions regarding SACSCOC monitoring at WSCC:

Contact: Dr. Deanna Garman, SACSCOC Liaison
deanna.garman@ws.edu
(423) 585-6897 

SACSCOC          COMPLIANCE SOLUTION

mailto:deanna.garman@ws.edu


WHO ARE YOU? 

SACSCOC Liaison / 

Sub-change 
monitor Power BI technical user 

/ programmer





WILL NEED:

oAll required classes and restrictions for each program of study.

oWSCC uses Degree Works (and its coding) and our catalog.

oReasonable knowledge of the DAX Language and Power Query

oNeed to know how to write new columns using DAX and how to read DAX 
(https://dax.guide/). I will have examples throughout the Powerpoint of Dax 
formulas and will explain the call functions.

oNeed to know how Power Query functions and some of its basic tools.

o 4 Source Files

https://dax.guide/


TO FOLLOW ALONG WITH CODE EXAMPLES 
THROUGHOUT THE PRESENTATION:



LOAD REQUIRED DATA SOURCES (4 TOTAL)

• A file that contains all programs of study for a school (and a given catalog). 

Programs

• Report that contains all courses being offered in a given semester and/or academic year. 

Courses

• a one column file that contains all locations you wish to analyze for your school (must match the 
location name included in other reports)

Locations

• A small Excel sheet that has all academic years and/or terms to be analyzed/monitored.

Terms



WHAT (PART OF) YOUR PROGRAM FILE SHOULD 
INITIALLY LOOK LIKE:



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE MASTER FILE 
2. Use Power Query cross join function to create a single file that has a row for every 
program of study, location, semester combination. This master file will be based out 
of the “Programs” file.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-query/cross-join

Two separate data sources

One source with 

every 

combination

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/power-query/cross-join


INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE NEW COLUMNS

3. Create blank columns for each category 
of classes that a program of study can 
have. 

I. Communication Hours at Location

II. Humanities Hours at Location

III. History Hours at Location

IV. Behavioral/Social Science Hours at Location

V. Mathematics Hours at Location

VI. Natural Science Hours at Location

VII. Total General Education Hours at Location (sum of I through 
VI)

VIII. Area of Emphasis at Location AS

IX. Area of Emphasis at Location AA

X. Area of Emphasis at Location AAS/AST/AFA

XI. Area of Emphasis at Location CERT

XII. Area of Emphasis at Location TTP

Create two more columns:
I. Total Credit Hours at location (sum of VII 

and one area of emphasis (VIII - XII))

II. Percentage of Program at Location (Total 
Credit Hours at location / Total hours 
required for program)



INSTRUCTIONS: CONCATENATE COLUMNS & 
CREATE RELATIONSHIPS

4. Here, we are seeking a way to make our files 
“talk” to each other. We create an identifier for 
each row where Power BI can know they are 
referring to the same thing.

DAX: Site w Term = [Site Locations] & “-“ & [Term]

Click “Manage Relationships” in the Ribbon, then 

“New”. Select the program file and term file, then 

select the new column in each to indicate that they 

are the shared column. 



DAX FUNCTIONS

Dax Function Working Definition

CALCULATE Used to make a calculation; mainly used if we want to apply filters 

initially

FIRSTNONBLANK Returns the first value in a column for which the expression has a non 

blank value

ALL Usually used as a filter in calculate; ignores all filters (i.e. gathers ALL 

the data)

ALLEXCEPT Used as a filter in calculate; ignores all filters EXCEPT the ones specified 

(which allows you to filter based on those values)

SUMX Returns the sum of an expression evaluated for each row in a table

DISTINCT Looks at only unique values in a column



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES
Course Identifier = [Subject area] & “-“ & [Course Number]



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES
This is where must of the heavy lifting happens for this project.

6a. Create a separate variable for each required course or course grouping for each 
program of study. Then, create a variable that sums each category together.

Example: For African American Studies (AFAS), there are three humanities courses (9 hours) required: ENGL 2410, 
ENGL 2420, and a Humanities General Education elective. 

We create four variables:
oHumAFAS1 – will check for ENGL-2410

oHumAFAS2 – will check for ENGL-2420

oHumAFAS3 – will check for the other electives that 
are NOT ENGL-2410 or ENGL-2420

oHumAFAS – Sums the other three variables together



INSTRUCTIONS: MORE ON STEP 8

oThe actual DAX will always begin the same. The only difference will be in the last 
statement, which will check for the different courses

oExample: HumAFAS1 and HumAFAS2 :

o Note that the only difference between the two is the information after the last 

comma (i.e. 'All Classes'[Course Identifier] = "Your course here")



INSTRUCTIONS: MORE ON STEP 8
oIf you are wanting a variable to look at multiple classes (like in HumAFAS3 
mentioned above), use “||” (i.e. the “or” statement in Power BI) to include multiple 
courses

oExample: here is what HumAFAS3 looks like

VAR HumAFAS = HumAFAS1 + HumAFAS2 + HumAFAS3



INSTRUCTIONS: ALTERNATE VERSION OF AFAS
CODE VARIABLES
oSince HumAFAS1 and HumAFAS2 both contain required courses, you can combine 
them into one variable (since there is no variation allowed). The same credit hours will 
be measured since it is looking for each course.

oA good rule of thumb is to use a variable for all required courses and then a 
variable for each separate “choice” a student can make to fulfill a requirement.



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

6b. Repeat this process for every major in each category for your General Education Courses.

TIPS: 

oKeep Majors within different degree programs together to make them easier to find later. For 
instance, I put all of my AS programs together, then my AA programs, etc.

oCreate as few variables as possible. Many programs will share the same requirements for a 
category. Just note which programs share the requirements with others, and then you can call 
on those variables later. Too many variables will slow down the cursor in Power BI.
o If you have access to the coding side of Degree Works, this will help with this part significantly.

oThe same major may be offered under multiple degrees. For instance, Psychology may be 
offered as an AA or AS degree depending on the courses taken, yet they have the same 
major code. Make sure you have a way of differentiating these if the requirements are 
different.



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

6c.  After all of the variables for each program have been created, we use a 
SWITCH statement to tell PowerBI which variable refers to each program.

oIf you are unfamiliar with a SWITCH statement, SWITCH is the Power BI 
equivalent of an ELSEIF statement. It checks the first rules mentioned, and if 
they are not met, checks the second, and so on and so forth until it reaches the 
last statement (i.e. the “ELSE”).

oI think it is a good practice to have a SWITCH within a SWITCH statement.
oYour outmost SWITCH checks the degree type (AA, AS, AFA, CERT, etc)

oYour inner SWITCHes sorts out the programs within each degree type.



)

Inner 

Switch (for 

AS Majors)

Outer 

Switch (for 

degree 

type)

Inner 

Switch (for 

AA Majors)



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

6d. Follow this same process for each general education requirement. This will 
take a lot of time.

TIPS:
oMost variables follow the same pattern, so most of this is just mindless work.

oOccasionally, you will get a variable that has a requirement like “Any Physical Education course that 
has a course number of 1000 or higher”. The DAX for that may change to something like this:

oNote that in place of “course identifier” at the end, we put in the subject area as well as the course number requirement.



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

6e. Next, we want to sum all of our General Education Hours together. We already 
have a column built for this – simply tell Power BI to sum the contents across the row in 
each category.

oOne caveat: for each major, students have limits on the amount of hours a category 
can count towards their major. 

oTo account for this, we compare what is required versus what is offered and adjust 
the variable accordingly.



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

6f. Repeat steps 6a – 6d for the Area of Emphasis. BUT…

oBEFORE YOU START: consider the fact that courses that satisfy General 
Education Requirements may also satisfy Area of Emphasis requirements. Thus, 
we have to be very, very careful about double counting certain hours. We 
must also exclude excess hours within this category since we are not really 
combining it anywhere else (other than with GenEd at the final step).



INSTRUCTIONS: SPOT THE ISSUE
oThe excerpt to the right is part of the 

requirements for AS Social Work.

oDo you see potential issues in coding this 
major?



INSTRUCTIONS: SPOT THE ISSUE

oAnother example that is tricky – find the issue 

oAs part of the Area of Emphasis Requirements 
for Secondary Education majors (SCED), students 
are allowed to take an extra math or literature 
class. But, we have to make sure that if it counts, 
it is EXTRA and not double counting the 
requirement math/literature class.

o This requires an extra step…

oCreate variable “buckets” that catch excess 
hours at each location for a given program.

o The goal is that, for instance, if there is only 3 hours of 
math required for a program but the location offers 6, then 
those extra three hours can be put towards the Area of 
Emphasis of allowed.

oMy buckets are on the next page





INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE THE DAX FOR EACH 
CATEGORY OF CLASSES

Finally, here is how we would handle using excess General Education Hours.



INSTRUCTIONS: FINISH THE CODING!!!!

6g. Finally, after all of the area of emphasis requirements are finished, we calculate the percentage of the 
program available at the location. Luckily, our work on the other columns makes this one simple. 

Most likely, you will have errors. The easiest place to find errors is looking at the percentage. If 
your percentage is over 100%, you probably messed up in the category – simply look back at 
your General Education and Area of Emphasis categories to see if you can find it.
 Almost all of my errors initially were with double counting between GenEd and Area of Emphasis



INSTRUCTIONS: CREATE YOUR VISUALS

8. How you want to display your data is completely up to you. The only thing I did that I 
thought was interesting is a graph that changes color based on how close we are to hitting a 
threshold.

oYou can change the color of the graph through the conditional formatting in Power BI. On the 
graph, select the Format pane, and under Columns, select Colors. Here, you can create 
conditional formatting as I did.

oThe only somewhat unique thing I have is that in the tooltip, I have the highest percent 
program pop up as you hover over a location. To do this, use a similar measure to this:

oThis measure finds the max value for a given location, and then concatenates all programs 
that have that max value together.



QUESTIONS?

From https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Memes/ItsAlwaysSunnyInPhiladelphia

https://tvtropes.org/pmwiki/pmwiki.php/Memes/ItsAlwaysSunnyInPhiladelphia
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